
Applications
 The AES Environmental Ionitron units are 
designed for use in applications where savings 
on long-term building maintenance is sought and 
high efficiency filtration is required.

Low operating cost: Compared to ‘media’ type 
filters the ionitron filter has reduced operating 
cost because:
• No replacement media required
• The combination of its fan and power pack 

energy costs are considerably less than the 
fan energy costs of conventional filters. Unlike 
conventional filters the initial low resistance 
does not increase significantly with dust 
collection

Lower building maintenance cost: The ionitron 
filters high efficiency can lead to substantial 
reductions in building operation costs because:
• Redecorating costs are halved- walls, ceilings 

and drapes require less frequent cleaning/ 
maintenance/ renewal;

• Heating and cooling coils stay cleaner, with 
maintained heat transfer efficiencies and 
therefore lower energy costs;

• Expensive repairs to precision equipment can 
be reduced.

Designed for local conditions: The Ionitron air 
filter has been developed and manufactured in 
Australia to suit local conditions and the needs of 
local users. Many years of experience have gone 
into the design, which offers superior filtration 
from its larger cell design. Local manufacture also 
ensures ready availability of spare parts. 

Easy installation: The entire air filter is of unit 
constriction which simplifies handling on site. two 
people can easily carry the individual components. 
The physical size of the parts allows ready 
movement through restricted openings without 
the need for a crane. 

Ionitron Washdown 
Electrostatic Air Filter

Principle of Operation
 The AES Environmental Ionitron 
electrostatic air filter consists of three major 
components - the ionizer, the collector cell, the 
power pack and on automatic models, the washing 
header.
 Dirty air enters through the ionizer, 
which consists of a number of fine tungsten wires 
suspended between flat ground electrodes. A 
strong electrostatic field is set up between the 
wires and the ground plates by a 13kV DC supply 
from the power pack. The field is sufficiently 
strong to charge every particle which then passes 
through the collector cell which has parallel plates 
alternatively charged to 6.5kV DC by the power 
pack. The charged particles are attached to the 
plates where they are held by a special adhesive 
coating.



Partical Size Penetration 
Characteristics

 The above particle size penetration 
characteristics were measured with a Royco 225 
particle counter. The graph demonstrates the 
superiority of ionitron filters over conventional oll 
filters and metal viscous filters.

Selection
 In layout out a filter system it is 
recommended that there is a 1 metre space before 
the filter for maintenance purposes. Contact your 
local AES Environmental office for an engineered 
solution.

Washing Header
 The washing header supplied on 
automatic models ensures thorough washing 
through a system of nozzles mounted on the 
washing header. Driven by endless chain the 
header includes a separate set of nozzles for 
application of fresh adhesive.

Performance Data
 The normal initial operating resistance of 
an Ionitron unit is 51Pa. at rated capacity. Units 
are available in sizes from 944 L/s up to 90,000 
L/s air flow. Australian Standard AS1132 gives an 
efficiency of 87% to No.1 test dust. 
To obtain the capacity at different efficiencies 
multiply the capacity by the multiplier in the chart 
shown below. For further details on performance, 
refer to NATA certified test report No. 7518.

Maintenance
 At regular intervals, determined by local 
dust conditions, the collector cells reach their dirt 
holding capacity. The Ionitron filter must then be 
cleaned, manually or automatically, by flushing the 
ionizer and collector cells with water and allowing 
to dry before a fresh coat of adhesive is applied.
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